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Rain and Temperatures 
 

This month we recorded 0,0mm of 
rain. Looking back 14years, nine of 
the years would have recorded as a 
zero as well. The rainfall recorded 
for the Year to Date (YTD) is 20mm.  

Temperatures for the month 
included a low of 10 degree Celsius 
and a high of 33 degrees Celsius 
with day time temperatures rising 
steadily towards the end of the 
month as can be expected. 

  
Drought 
 
Long term weather predictions for 
our area continue to be very 
sketchy with indicators 
contradicting each other. With both  

 

 

El Nino and La Nina conditions in 
weak neutral states the predictions 
remain the same as last month for 
very warm, dry conditions with rain 
a lot later than normal.   

 

 

 

 

 

Sightings 
 

African Wild cat was seen on three 
separate occasions by different 
people at different locations. 

3 buffalo bulls have been doing the 
rounds from White Cliffs to 
Wildebeest dam to Pebble Loop 
dam. A big herd of buffalo were 
around for a day or two on our 
western boundary. 

Good sightings of leopard, lions (3 
different groups) and hyena. 

Two honey badgers were also 
reported on Darasandi. 
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Research Activities 
 

Bees 

During a walk on Pebble Loop a month 
or so ago we came across a bee hive 
on a branch of a marula tree. It was a 
fairly cool day and we only happened 
to notice the bees because of the 
swollen size of the branch. Finding the 
hive inspired some research into these 
insects that are essential for 
pollinating plants.  

There are three basic types of bees -
large bumble bees, solitary bees and 
the sociable honey bees that we all 
know.  

Solitary bees are the most numerous 
as far as different types are 
concerned.  

Honey bees stay in hives and house a 
single queen bee, drone bees and 
worker bees. The queen bee lays 
thousands of eggs that hatch to 
become the new bees in the hive and 
are fertilised by the drone bees. The 
drone bees are all male and have no 
sting as their job is only to help make 
more bees. Worker bees are all 
female but don’t lay eggs, there are 
thousands of worker bees in a hive 
and they collect nectar, build and 
repair the nest as well as look after 
the eggs that the queen bee lays. 
These bees are also the ones that 
sting to protect themselves or the 
hive. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 (Here the bees are seen swarming 
which essentially means they are have 
a day of rest while travelling in search 
of a new hive.)  

Honey is made from nectar that plants 
produce to entice bees to them so 
that the bees can pollinate the flowers 
on them. This nectar is carried to the 
hive in a special stomach where 
enzymes are mixed with the nectar. 
The bees can sometimes carry as 
much as half their own body weight in 
nectar. 

Once at the hive the nectar mix, which 
is rather runny, is stored in wax  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

compartments where more worker 
bees will fan it with their wings till it 
thickens to the right consistency. They 
then seal the compartment with more 
beeswax so that it will keep for 
winter. 

 

(Splash of colour- star chestnut flower) 

Anti-poaching 
 
Unfortunately Balule lost a rhino to 
poachers at the beginning of August.  

 

This will be the fourth one this year. 
Overall we are not doing too badly 
compared to the larger reserves in the 
area although it would be a lot better 
if there were none. 
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Guest Contributions 

From time to time we will have the pleasure of guest contributions from member “experts” on different topics, such as 
birds and trees, relating to ONGR, included into this newsletter. Please see a contribution from Johann Grobbelaar on the 
last page. Thank you Johann. 

Members are most welcome to forward suggestions for specific topics you would like covered in future.

Seasonal Activities 
Thatch Roofs. 

At about this time of year we undertake a removal of dead leaves from underneath the wire mesh on roofs. This is 
especially necessary to prevent the thatch rotting due to accumulation of moisture from due or the rains that are still to 
come. If your house is underneath trees and you would like us to do the clean for a nominal fee please contact the office via 
e-mail and we can then let you know the cost. 

 

 

 

Infrastructure Developments 
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New Clubhouse 
The finishing off work continues at what seems like a 
never ending pace but the attention to detail in this the 
final phase of the building operation is impressive.  

 

 

 

 

Waterholes 

We continue to pump water to Ndlovu, Kudu and 
Wildebeest dams.  The solar pump for Wildebeest is 
scheduled to be installed this month as the original   
pump could not be repaired.   

 

 

Roads 

After a second grading the Magoeba’s Kloof road is in 
good condition again.   

 

 

 

OFFICE & HOUSEKEEPING NEWS 
 

General  

During August South Africa celebrated women with a public holiday. We would like to acknowledge all the women who 
work at Olifants North and thank them for the excellent work they do whether it is in the laundry, houses or in the office. 

 



  

 

 

 

 
 

Elephant damage in the office area.  

One or two elephants have discovered ways of getting 
into the office area at night and have been causing 
damage to trees and fencing.  The area surrounding the  

 

 

 

office is looking a bit worse for wear despite efforts to 
keep the elephant out and to keep the area tidy. We have 
unfortunately created a very nice spot for them to obtain 
food during these dry times. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

  

 

 

Units for Sale 
Third share – A8. 
Half share – B25. 
Full share – B9, B14. 
Half or full share – B36 



  

 

 

 

Guest Contributions 

 

Nightjars on Olifants North 

 

Johann Grobbelaar B38 

 

The nightjars belong to the order Caprimulgiformes (Capri = goat, mulg = to milk), named after the ancient belief that 
these wide-gaped nocturnal birds suckled on goats. All of you would have seen one at ONGR on a night-drive at some 
time or another since they often sit in the middle of dirt roads at night when their large eyes reflect the lights of the 
vehicle or spotlight. Their remarkable eye-shine is due to a reflective layer behind the retina (tapetum lucidum) which is 
particularly well developed. Incoming light is absorbed and converted to neural signals by the photoreceptors in the 
retina (neural layer at the back of the eye); the tapetum reflects any light back to the photoreceptors that was not 
absorbed as it passed through the retina the first time - it therefore roughly doubles the chance that any light entering 
the eye will be detected - giving them the night vision they require to hawk flying insects on the wing under the cover 
of darkness. 

 

These cryptically coloured dove-sized birds are notoriously difficult to identify but needn’t be. At ONGR the widespread 
Fiery-necked Nightjars are by far the commonest and their liquid, whistle-followed-by-a-churr “Good-Lord-deliver-us” 
call is often heard.  The scarcest member of this family in southern Africa is the European Nightjar. European nightjars 
are long distance migrants, flying south to our region as non-breeding summer visitors. They are often thought of by 
birders as the ones which perch on branches and any nightjar seen on a branch is often erroneously thought of as 
having to be European. This misconception has come from their habit of roosting longitudinally along branches, which 
very effectively helps with their camouflage. The other nightjar species in our region roost on the ground or on rocks, 
but this doesn’t mean they never perch on branches! Fiery-necked nightjars often perch on and call from branches but 
they perch diagonally like most birds - we often encounter perched birds, especially along the riverbed of the Olifants 
river and the birds do seem to have favourite perches from where they call. 

 

When you encounter a nightjar in front of you in the road, pay close attention to a few subtle details which could help 
to clinch the ID. In the case of Fiery-necked they always have a fairly distinct rufous collar which extends onto the lores 
(patch between the base of the bill and the eye). It is claimed that the base of the rictal bristles (around the base of the 
bill) is white - we have observed that this is not always the case and have resolved into thinking that if this is the case it 
helps with the ID but should not be used as an exclusion feature. There is a dark scapular line on the shoulder. The wing 
does not have a clear wing bar. The outer rectrices (tail feathers) show a lot of white covering at least the distal half of 
the tail - a feature best noted when the tail is spread in flight (white being replaced by buff in the females). It should be 
noted that there is large intra-specific variation in their plumage with 4 subspecies in our region but these features are 
shared by all four. 

 



  

 

 

 

 

Above: Fiery-necked Nightjar Caprimulgus pectoralis. No white visible in the tail of this sitting bird due to the folded 
tail, seen from above. Square-tailed nightjars have white or buff tips to the secondaries, not seen on this bird and 
rufous-cheeked will show salmon-coloured spots on the wings and the birds have a greyer overall appearance. 
Photographed near B38. 

Below: Fiery-necked Nightjar, male - showing extensive white in the tail and no white tips to the secondaries on the 
folded wing. Photographed next to the Olifants River. 

 



  

 

 

 

We have only been visiting the farm for little over a year, which has been a very dry year and therefore not very 
representative of all the species usually encountered. Although we have yet to encounter Square-tailed or Freckled 
Nightjar on the farm, we certainly expect to at some time and will keep looking! We will appreciate any records from 
other members! For now we are pleased that we have recorded one European Nightjar at the base of Pezulu Link on 11 
December 2015. 

 

Below: European Nightjar Caprimulgus europaeus. An overall grey, large nightjar without specific distinct markings. This 
individual has more patches of grey than the darker nominate (europaeus) race (from Western Europe eastwards to 
Russia) but is not as grey as the Russian race sarudnyi. It probably originates from somewhere in between. Note that 
the primary projection in this individual is extraordinary and the tail is probably still growing - the bird might have lost 
it… Photographed at the base of Pezula link, Olifants North. 

 

 

 

This write-up is by no means a complete ID guide but might help a little towards demystifying the identities of these 
nocturnal birds. I hope to follow up with records of more nightjar species on the farm. Of the 7 nightjar species found in 
southern Africa Rufous-cheeked is unlikely since they prefer the drier sandy areas to the west but Square-tailed should 
be around on the more open, flatter areas, although we have yet to hear their distinct churring call. Freckled nightjar 
prefers rocky outcrops and there is a chance. Pennant-winged is extremely unlikely and might only occur as a vagrant 
while Swamp nightjar is a true habitat specialist confined to the Kwa-Zulu Natal coastal floodplains and the Okavango 
Delta.  

Let’s look for them together! 



  

 

 

 

 

 
 

  

 


